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Creating a beautiful, thriving first saltwater aquarium has never been easier, using the natural,

simplified methods learned and practiced by the world's leading reef hobbyists. By helping

newcomers avoid the pitfalls of outdated, high-maintenance filtration techniques, the author offers

an easy-to-follow route to long-term success with live rock, appropriate equipment, aquascaping,

disease prevention, and essential husbandry techniques. Includes a photographic guide to selecting

fishes, with dozens of hardy choices that are highly recommended for beginning hobbyists or others

wanting beautiful, interesting, and long-lived marine species.
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I've been keeping marine tanks with very mixed results off and on for the past thirty years. When I

started out in the hobby and didn't know any better I was expert in quickly killing off all of the

gorgeous occupants of my tank. "Live rock, ah you don't need it," said most of the "knowledgeable"

local fish stores. Also protein skimmers were more of an afterthought - "after you've had your tank

up a while and the sludge really starts to build then you may want one," they said. "Having

problems," they'd ask. "You need to get a U/V sterilizer, or a cooler," or something else, though

these are all potentially useful they weren't the reason that my tanks weren't surviving. Well, it's

interesting to look back and see how quickly technology and common knowledge about how to

successfully start and maintain a thriving marine tank (reef or fish) have evolved. Through the years

I've looked at the top selling marine aquarium books that were available - some have been good at

some things and most have been antiquated in not reflecting the latest technological updates, or

even biological knowledge. Well, after purchasing "The New Marine Aquarium" by Paletta I have



found the perfect book that truly ties most everything about success in the hobby together. This

wonderful book will take you by the hand explaining what you'll need to begin with and why in order

to create a successful microcosm. From what items you'll need to purchase (even on a shoestring

budget), how to set up your tank, what fishes to consider, this exquisite book explains it all. The

wonderful part is how clearly defined everything is by Mr. Paletta and how everything is thoroughly

yet not verbosely explained as to why you'll need a certain item or why you need to set something

up in a particular way.
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